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On the Suitability of Econometric
Demand Models in Design for
Market Systems
A goal of design for market systems research is to predict demand for differentiated
products so that counterfactual experiments can be performed based on design changes.
We review conventional methods and propose an additional method to evaluate the suit-
ability of econometric demand models estimated from revealed preference data for use in
product design studies. We evaluate one demand model form from literature and two
newly constructed forms for new vehicle demand along existing metrics of fit and pre-
dictive validity as well as a newly developed metric of proportional substitution sensitiv-
ity. We show that a model that includes horizontally differentiated preferences for size
performs better under metrics of fit and predictive validity but that no model relaxes the
IIA property satisfactorily to avoid exploitation by design optimization. We conduct de-
sign studies separately, applying each demand model form assuming the automotive
market is in Bertrand–Nash price equilibrium. Results illustrate that the influence of the
demand model form on the optimum in terms of design variables and expected firm profit
is significant. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4002941�
Introduction
A goal in design for market system �DMS� research is to inte-

rate models of demand, cost, and engineering performance of
roducts in a comprehensive design optimization framework. The
rm’s ability to conduct forward-looking product planning in a
arket system context requires not only engineering models that

ink product performance to design attributes but also customer
ecision models that appropriately link design attributes to prod-
ct demand. The DMS literature has integrated such representa-
ions of customer decisions by borrowing existing discrete choice
ustomer utility models from the social sciences �e.g., Refs. �1–3��
r by developing new versions �e.g., Refs. �4,5��. However, little
esearch has investigated the evaluation of these forms of cus-
omer utility for use in design optimization.

We explore three functional forms of a mixed-logit utility
odel applied to the automotive industry. We compare these mod-

ls according to traditional criteria from the social sciences, in-
luding metrics of fit and predictive validity as well as a new
ubstitution pattern metric we deem relevant to design studies. We
xamine the functional form differences of the two newly esti-
ated mixed-logit models focusing on the representation of con-

umer preferences for particular vehicle attributes as horizontally
ifferentiated, vertically differentiated, or in some combination.
esults indicate that one model performs better under metrics of
t and predictive validity but no model produces satisfactory sub-
titution patterns for this application. We show that relatively
mall changes in the functional form of utility can result in sig-
ificantly different equilibrium price, share, and profit predictions.
he functional form differences in the demand model may or may
ot result in different optimal vehicle design variable values de-
ending on the feasible design space.

The functional form of utility influences the structure of hetero-
eneity of consumer preferences. Economic theory describes two
ategories of preference differentiation: vertical differentiation re-
ults when consumers agree on the relative value ordering of com-
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peting products, or attributes of a product, but differ in their will-
ingness to pay for increased quality; horizontal differentiation
results when consumers disagree about the relative ordering of
goods or attribute levels of a good �6�. For products with many
attributes, product ordering can vary across consumers even when
all consumers have monotonic preferences that differ in magni-
tude. We focus on differences in relative ordering of attribute
levels when discussing horizontal differentiation. In a market such
as the automotive one, there may exist both vertically and hori-
zontally differentiated preferences, e.g., various grades of luxury
for a full-size sedan and e.g., varying preference for vehicle
classes, respectively. This paper tests the hypothesis that differ-
ences in how the functional form of utility accounts for vertical or
horizontal preferences will have a significant effect on the model’s
ability to represent customer preferences and on the solutions of
design optimization studies. We focus only on the influence of the
demand specification on optimal product designs, leaving consid-
eration of the interaction of the demand model with the cost
model, technology capabilities, and market structure for future
work.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Sec. 2
provides the background on econometric models with specific
highlights to applications in the automotive market and develop-
ments in the engineering design literature. Section 3 presents the
methods for evaluating a given demand model for use in a design
context. Section 4 presents the two mixed-logit models for new
vehicle automotive demand and discusses their performance and
performance of a model from literature with respect to the pre-
sented evaluation methods including the proposed substitution
pattern metric. Section 5 discusses the implementation of these
models in a design study, and Sec. 6 summarizes the conclusions.

2 Background
We focus on econometric models of product demand derived

from observed consumer behavior. Following the decision-based
design �DBD� literature, we assume that the customers seek to
maximize their expected utility, and the demand model provides a
representation of the customer utility derived from purchasing a
specific good. The utility Uij derived by customer i from product
j is a function of product attributes z, customer characteristics w,

and details of the specific choice context k, Uij = f�z j ,wi ,k�. The
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roduct attributes z are functions of design variables x that engi-
eers control directly. Thus, engineering design decisions can be
xplicitly linked to demand �e.g., Ref. �7��—a key element of the
MS approach. The form of the utility function influences how

ustomers respond to changing or removing an existing product or
dding an additional product to the market, which may signifi-
antly affect the results of design studies.

2.1 Econometric Demand Modeling and Applications to
he Automotive Vehicle Market. Many econometric demand
odels have been estimated for the automotive market �8–13�.
hese models are often tailored for specific analyses, such as in-

erpreting firm pricing behavior, and do not always have forms of
tility or identification strategies appropriate for design studies.
or example, Berry–Levinsohn–Pakes �BLP� estimated mixed-

ogit models to introduce a method for estimating demand in
ifferentiated-product markets accounting for price endogeneity,
rst using only aggregate level demand and known population
emographic distributions �14� and then using disaggregate demo-
raphic data �15�. They simultaneously recovered demand and
ost parameters assuming observed prices satisfied Bertrand–Nash
quilibrium. Many succeeding papers describing the automotive
arket have followed or made incremental improvements to the
LP methodology �e.g., Refs. 8, 9, and 13�.
Several drawbacks to the utility function and estimation as-

umptions in the BLP models can be identified for our present
urpose. Because identification of the utility parameters was done
ssuming design decisions were exogenous, the resulting models
o not necessarily support counterfactual analyses based on
hanges in product attributes �16�. Additionally, the utility speci-
cation enforces counterintuitive notions about consumer prefer-
nces. For instance, the utility specification in Ref. �14� contains
he attribute “miles per dollar” �fuel economy divided by the price
f gas�, which lowers the relative importance of fuel economy as
as price increases. More recent demand models have corrected
his in favor of a “dollars/mile,” “gal/mile,” or mpg attribute �e.g.,
efs. �9,12,15�� but in all these models utility is monotonic with

espect to vehicle size, when it seems plausible that some indi-
iduals would prefer a vehicle size smaller than the largest vehicle
n the market.

2.2 Econometric Model Application in Engineering
esign. Engineering researchers have begun to adopt, modify, and
evelop econometric models to serve in DMS applications, espe-
ially applied to automotive design �1–3,17,18�. Michalek et al.
1� and Shiau and Michalek �4� extracted the price, fuel economy,
nd acceleration pieces of utility from an existing automotive de-
and model, assuming all other product attributes �e.g., dimen-

ions� are fixed. Frischknecht and Papalambros �3� used these
ame assumptions while including vehicle size decisions but also
djusted the parameters for fuel economy and acceleration, recog-
izing the fleet average �i.e., consumers’ expectations� of these
ttributes have changed since the time the model was estimated.
hese heuristic methods allow demand models to be used in de-
ign optimization for illustrative purposes but the interpretation of
he results is uncertain.

Other studies �e.g., Refs. �4,5,17� have constructed new demand
odels for the purpose of design optimization. However, little

mphasis has been placed on the choice of the functional form of
tility used in these models. Wassenaar et al. �17� presented a first
ttempt at addressing this issue, applying the Kano method to
elect the functional form for each product attribute but offered no
ethods for evaluating the suitability of the resulting demand
odel for design optimization beyond measures of fit. Wassenaar

nd Chen �19� is an exception to this trend; these authors reported
hat 200 forms of utility were evaluated on in-sample and out-of-
ample fit before applying the model to a design optimization
tudy.

Markets with numerous product alternatives such as the auto-

otive market face the additional challenge of scale. Several ex-
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amples from the DMS literature �20–22� have been conducted for
a single firm, and the set of competing product designs has been
assumed fixed even when price competition is considered �23�.
The total number of products in the market was relatively small
�2–25� compared with the automotive market �200+�. When esti-
mating consumer utility for a market of this large size, evaluating
a large set of alternative utility function specifications quickly
becomes infeasible. There is then value in understanding the effect
of broader properties of utility functions so that a smaller set of
functional forms can be explored.

Evaluating demand models with additional criteria to in-sample
fit is important for DMS research because we conjecture that a
given model could fit existing data well but perform poorly in a
design simulation context. This can occur when the design study
focuses on a different set of products or individuals from what the
choice model was estimated, and when the estimated choice
model describes well the aggregate consumer behavior given a
fixed vehicle fleet but misses preference nonlinearities and corre-
lations between attributes, which would mislead the design study.
Comparing model fit for predicting choices out-of-sample, either
in individuals or product alternatives or both, is the first step. An
additional step is to develop confidence that the chosen demand
model reflects realistic consumer substitution patterns. The litera-
ture to date has focused on showing demand models of increasing
sophistication that exhibit more intuitively appealing substitution
patterns such as the mixed-logit versus the simple multinomial
logit �24�. It is unclear whether these models are adequate.

In the present article, we seek to understand the influence of the
treatment of differentiated preferences, implicit in the functional
form of utility, on the resulting model predictions. We review
existing evaluation techniques and propose a new technique for
comparing the substitution patterns predicted by a given demand
model. Integration of these demand models with engineering and
product cost models is not part of the present study.

2.3 Preference Differentiation in the Econometric and En-
gineering Design Literature. Let Eq. �1� be a general form of
mixed-logit utility Uij where � are fixed coefficients for product
attributes, � are fixed coefficients for demographic and attribute
interactions, � are random coefficients for product attributes or
product attribute and demographic interactions, and � is a random
variable representing uncertainty in a consumer’s utility, assumed
to be independent and identically distributed according to an ex-
treme value type 1 distribution for all individuals �11�:

Uij = ��d j + ��bij + �i
�mij + �ij �1�

Here, attributes �including price and nonprice product character-
istics� can enter the equation in d, or can enter with demographic
interactions in b or m, or some combination. Note that, if �� bij

and �i
� m are omitted from the equation �as in Ref. �1��, the

utility model will be a homogenous logit one and preferences
would be neither horizontally nor vertically differentiated.

If price appears in b or m, or both �as in Ref. �11��, then the
model can account for vertically differentiated preferences be-
cause individuals can differ in their willingness-to-pay for im-
provements in utility from nonprice attributes �6�. However, if
nonprice attributes monotonically affect utility for all individuals
through either b or m, then horizontally differentiated preferences
will not be captured except in two special cases. The first case is
when a random coefficient straddles 0 so that an increase in the
given attribute provides utility to some individuals and disutility
to other individuals, implying that consumers either like or dislike
the attribute monotonically. The second case comes from the
dummy variables that indicate categorical attributes such as ve-
hicle class or brand: when the coefficients on these dummy vari-
ables are either random or interact with demographic information,
as in Ref. �9�, it is possible for the preference ordering between
categories to vary across the population. Besides these cases, util-

ity functions monotonic with respect to nonprice attributes do not
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odel horizontally differentiated preferences because they imply
hat consumers uniformly agree that increasing �or decreasing� the
ttribute is more desirable, although they may disagree on their
illingness-to-pay for this increase �decrease�, i.e., vertical differ-

ntiation with respect to that attribute.
Nonmonotonic utility functions with fixed coefficients are simi-

arly unable to model horizontally distributed preferences because
ll individuals agree on the ideal value�s� of a particular attribute.
owever, nonmonotonic functions of an attribute with random

oefficients or interactions with demographics can account for
orizontal preferences. An example of this functional form is to
ummy code or effects code various levels of an attribute and
llow preferences for each level to vary among individuals, as in
efs. �20,22,25�. This approach allows the analyst to remain ag-
ostic about the functional form of the utility with respect to the
uantitative attributes until after the estimation. While nonmono-
onic utility functional forms such as these are commonly used
ith stated choice data, they are rarely used with observed data
ecause of the high number of levels observed for each attribute.

A less common approach is to transform a product attribute
uch that it does not enter into the utility function monotonically.
n the demonstration study of Sec. 5, we employ an ideal-point
tility formulation for vehicle size as an example of this approach.
e choose vehicle size as it is the continuous attribute most likely

emonstrating horizontally differentiated preference; we expect
reference for acceleration and fuel economy to be monotonic
lthough not necessarily linear. In Sec. 3, we propose model
valuation methods before proceeding with the demonstration
tudy.

To explore whether using a model of vertical differentiation
ould result in different design optimization results than a model
f horizontal differentiation, we experiment with functional forms
f utility that have more freedom to capture horizontal differen-
iation if it exists. We expect consumer substitution patterns be-
ween vehicles would be different between these two forms of
reference models. We also check whether the substitution pat-
erns of either model match our expectations about substitution in
he automotive market. The demonstration study shows that sub-
titution patterns are different between the models and different
ptimal designs do exist, although outside the feasible vehicle
esign space representing a midsize crossover vehicle. We also
nd that substitution between similar vehicles is smaller than an-

icipated.

Evaluation Methods
Chintagunta et al. �26� proposed four criteria for evaluating

hoice models in their review of the economic and marketing
iterature regarding structural choice models such as those de-
cribed in Sec. 2. They are fit, interpretability, predictive validity,
nd plausibility. The econometrics literature has developed and
pplied many statistical tests to address these criteria in the con-
ext of choice share predictions �24�.

Other properties of choice models beyond in- and out-of-
ample fits are important to investigate for engineering design.
ere, we offer a review of standard methods from econometrics

nd a newly conceived method for comparing substitution patterns
cross demand models in the context of a changing product choice
et in order to evaluate the suitability of demand models for de-
ign optimization studies.

3.1 Interpretability and Fit. We define interpretability as a
ualitative assessment of how well the functional form of utility is
upported by theory or beliefs of market behavior. Questions that
modeler should ask when checking for interpretability before

stimation include the following: Do all components of utility
ave behavioral or physical significance? Does each behavioral or
hysical factor influence choice probabilities in a manner that is
onsistent with theory or belief? After estimation, the modeler

hould check interpretability by conducting various tests: �1� the

ournal of Mechanical Design
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significance of the estimated parameters with particular attention
to those deemed to support theory or beliefs; �2� the signs of the
estimated parameters; �3� overfitting; and �4� colinearities among
attributes. We will report on items 1 and 2 in Sec. 4. Items 3 and
4 require further development and are left for future work.

Metrics to evaluate choice model fit can be directly applied
from econometrics but we deemphasize their importance com-
pared with the other evaluation criteria. Measures of fit emphasize
the descriptive power of a model with respect to the same data set
used to estimate the model. However, they do not indicate if the
model is correctly describing the most important factors or how
well the model will predict outcomes based on changes in behav-
ior, both of which are important for design studies.

One standard measure of fit for logit models is a likelihood

ratio index �2=1−LL��̂� /LL�0�, which measures how well the
estimated model performs compared with a model where all of the

parameters are zero �i.e., no model�. Here, LL��̂� is the maxi-
mized log-likelihood ratio function given a set of parameter val-

ues �̂, which can be used to compare the goodness-of-fit of two or
more models if they are estimated from identical data sets and
choice alternatives �24�.

The maximized likelihood values can be used directly to com-
pute a statistical measure to evaluate the hypothesis that the speci-
fied model �or a set of parameters from the specified model� is
significant. This is known as the likelihood ratio test �27�. Let
L�=max L��� /max L���, where L��� is the likelihood function
given a model with parameters � and L��� is the likelihood
function given a model with parameters �, and where � is a
subset of �. If the null hypothesis is true �that the model with
parameters � is not statistically different from the model with
parameters ��, the value of −2 ln L� has been shown for large
samples to be approximately chi-square distributed with degrees
of freedom M equal to the difference in the number of parameters
for each model, namely, −2 ln L���M

2 . The value of −2 ln L� can
be compared with the critical value at a given confidence interval
for a random variable distributed as �M

2 .

3.2 Predictive Validity and Plausibility. The goal of estimat-
ing the demand model in DMS is to predict demand for products
in counterfactual experiments or design scenarios in the engineer-
ing literature. Model properties of particular interest to design
studies include prediction of how consumers trade-off product at-
tributes and their willingness to pay for improving an attribute.

Whereas fit measures the ability of the model to describe the
in-sample data, predictive validity evaluates the ability to describe
out-of-sample data. These may include a hold-out sample from the
same time period for which the model was estimated or a sample
from another time period or population. The likelihood ratio index
can be used to evaluate a model’s ability to predict choice shares
from an out-of-sample data set. Such evaluation is valuable be-
cause superior model performance �i.e., higher �2� on out-of-
sample data can be interpreted as capturing consumer trade-offs
better rather than simply describing the data �i.e., a good fit�.

We define plausibility as the ability of the estimated model to
produce outcomes that represent market behavior based on theory
or observations. A way to assess plausibility is to examine substi-
tution patterns between competing goods given changes in price
and other attributes, as measured by own- and cross-elasticities.
The substitution patterns can then be compared with observed
market behavior where possible.

The elasticity of demand EjXk
m for vehicle j is the percentage

change in demand for j given a percentage change in attribute Xm

of vehicle k. The formulas for own- and cross-elasticities for in-
dividual i given a mixed-logit choice model are as follows

�16,28�:
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EijXk
m =

�PijXk
m

�Xk
mPij

= �
Xk

m

Pij
� Bik

mLik����1 − Lij����f���d� if j = k

−
Xk

m

Pij
� Bik

mLik���Lij���f���d� if j � k�
�2�

here Pij =	�eU���ij /
KeU���ik�f���d� is the unconditional likeli-
ood individual i chooses vehicle j from the set of all vehicles K.
he definition of the vector � expands compared with Eq. �1� to

epresent the coefficients corresponding to the individual factors
f the utility function including fixed and random coefficients.
he function f��� is the joint probability distribution function of
. Lij��i�=eU��i�ij /
KeU��i�ik is the conditional likelihood indi-
idual i chooses vehicle j from all vehicles K for a particular �i

ith similar interpretation for Lik for vehicle k. Xk
m is the value of

ttribute Xm for vehicle k and Bik
m is the partial derivative of utility

unction Uik with respect to Xk
m.

The substitution patterns inherent in a given demand model are
ndogenous to design optimization. Therefore, comparing the sub-
titution patterns between vehicle designs across demand models
s likely more important for interpreting design studies than com-
aring the elasticity of demand across attribute levels. This is
ecause design studies involve changing the available choice set
f alternatives through potentially large changes to the attribute
alues and the addition or removal of product alternatives. It will
e difficult to interpret the results of a design study if we do not
ave confidence on how the demand model reapportions market
hares in such circumstances.

Research has pointed to the substitution patterns shortcomings
f the multinomial logit model in situations where the indepen-
ence of irrelevant alternative �IIA� property is not appropriate
25,29�. More recent research has questioned the suitability of the
ixed-logit model because of the substitution patterns that are

mplied �30–32�. The mixed-logit model allows substitution pat-
erns across the population that allows a greater portion of the

arket share of a new product to be drawn from similar products.
owever, each individual is assumed to behave according to the

IA property. The result referenced in Refs. �30,31� and observed
n this work is that, given the introduction of an identical alterna-
ive, the market share for the new entrant will be drawn substan-
ially from all of the alternatives in the market rather than solely
rom the existing identical alternative or predominantly from a
mall group of the closest substitutes.

We adopt a substitution pattern metric � from Refs. �30,31�
nd propose that it can be used to compare demand models for use
n design studies where

� =
Pj�original − Pj�expanded

Pj��expanded
�3�

nd Pj�original is the choice share of alternative j in the original
hoice set, j� is an identical alternative to j that is added to the
hoice set to form an expanded choice set and Pj�expanded and
j��expanded are the choice shares of alternatives j and j�, respec-

ively, in the expanded choice set.
The substitution metric informs the analyst about the degree of

roportional versus perfect substitution implied by a given de-
and model across the feasible design space. A value of �=1

mplies perfect substitution where alternative j� takes market
hare exclusively from j. A value of �= Pj�original implies propor-
ional substitution according to the IIA property.

The procedure for computing the substitution pattern metric is
s follows. Select a baseline product alternative j or set of product

lternatives J with design variable values in the interior of the

21007-4 / Vol. 132, DECEMBER 2010
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feasible space for design optimization. For product alternative j
=1, . . . ,J, introduce alternative j into the market product set and
compute the estimated market share Pj�original using the method of
sample enumeration. Next, introduce a duplicate product alterna-
tive j� into the choice set and compute the market shares of the
two duplicate alternatives Pj�expanded and Pj��expanded. Then, com-
pute �. Repeat the procedure for each alternative of interest j
=1, . . . ,J and for each demand model of interest. Finally, the sub-
stitution pattern metric can be compared across demand models
according to the min, max, mean, or median values as well as
plots showing each of the sample points.

One drawback of � is that its lower bound increases with in-
creasing choice share for the alternative of interest. This makes it
difficult to compare the substitution patterns across demand mod-
els because choice share for a particular alternative will vary
across demand models, and � naturally increases with increasing
choice share of the alternative of interest. One possible normal-
ization that results in a value between zero and one is to take the
difference in the new alternative choice share in the augmented
choice set Pj��expanded and what the new alternative choice share
would be if treated as a perfect substitute Pj�S�expanded, divided by
the difference between what the new choice share would be ac-
cording to proportional substitution Pj�P�expanded and what the new
choice share would be if treated as a perfect substitute Pj�S�expanded.
Differencing this quantity from 1 according to Eq. �4� results in a
monotonically increasing value �� between 0 and 1 with respect
to increasing �.

�� = 1 −
Pj�expanded − PjS�expanded

PjP�expanded − PjS�expanded
�4�

The analyst must decide the substitution pattern that is desirable
for a given application. For example, the appropriate substitution
pattern for the automotive vehicle industry remains an open ques-
tion. The substitution pattern metrics � and �� provide a tool to
allow the analyst to compare various demand models. As the
choice set size increases, each alternative takes a smaller market
share. The relative difference between perfect and proportional
substitution is accentuated. Therefore, differentiating between
substitution patterns becomes more important in terms of the rela-
tive changes in market share. Differences in market share predic-
tions will influence expected firm profit and thereby have the po-
tential to influence product design decisions.

4 Vehicle Demand Modeling Example
We compare models built on different assumptions according to

the methods of Sec. 3. Specifically, we compare two mixed-logit
models with monotonic and ideal-point representations of vehicle
size preference, respectively.

4.1 Estimation. We estimated the models according to the
maximum simulated log-likelihood approach using Train’s pub-
licly available estimation code �28�. Consumer data came from the
Maritz Research 2006 New Vehicle Customer Satisfaction Survey
�33� and additional vehicle data came from Chrome System Inc.’s
New Vehicle Database and VINMatch tool �34�. We follow the
pattern of Ref. �11� in using self-reported considered vehicles to
augment the purchased vehicle observation by treating the ve-
hicles a consumer listed “also considered purchasing” as pseudo-
choice-observations conditional on their purchased or higher
ranked considered vehicles being removed from the choice set.
Train and Winston reported success in identifying heterogeneous
taste coefficients for a mixed-logit model when employing the
rank-ordered logit formulation compared with little or no signifi-
cant heterogeneous taste coefficients when only the single pur-
chase observation is used for model estimation �11�.

The market was represented by 473 vehicles, a subset of 2006
model year vehicle styles corresponding to available make, model,

and engine options. We eliminated vehicles priced over $100,000
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a small percentage of the total market� as well as seven alterna-
ives that were not observed in the survey data and further reduced
he choice set by consolidating pickup truck and full-size van

odels with gross-vehicle-weight ratings over 8500 lb to two
odels each per manufacturer. An individual’s choice sets were

omposed of the purchased vehicle �or stated considered vehicle�
nd 99 uniformly conditioned randomly selected vehicles up to a
otal of 100 vehicles. The choice sets for the pseudo-observations
ere composed of the considered vehicle and 99 uniformly con-
itioned randomly selected vehicles up to a total of 100 vehicles
onditional on the higher ranked vehicles being excluded from the
hoice set. Assuming the error term �ij is independent and identi-
ally distributed extreme value type 1 in the mixed-logit model
llows ranked observations to be treated as separate choice obser-
ations for a single individual �24�.

The uniform-conditioning property states that a multinomial
ogit model estimated using choice sets composed of randomly
elected members drawn with a uniform distribution from the set
f all choice alternatives will result in consistent estimates of the
odel parameters �35�. This property holds due to the IIA prop-

rty of the logit model. While the models we estimate do not
xhibit the IIA property, other researchers have shown that with
hoice sets between 1/8–1/2 of the complete choice set, similar
esults are achieved compared with estimating a model with the
omplete choice set �36,37�. We chose to sample the choice set in
ur model estimations due to the computational constraints of
stimating such a large model. Reducing the computational bur-
en from larger choice sets allowed us to increase the sample size
nd to test many alternative specifications in the same time it
ould take to estimate one model with the full choice set. Addi-

ionally, we repeated the estimation procedure three times for the
ame sample of individuals. For each repeat estimation, new uni-
ormly conditioned choice sets were drawn for each individual.
he resulting parameter estimates were similar for each
stimation.

A set of 6563 individuals was sampled from the 81,705 survey
espondents that reported income and purchased a 2006 model-
ear vehicle using choice-based sampling to approximate 2006
arket shares. In some cases, either too few vehicle choices were

vailable in the survey to match the sales percentage or too few
espondents would be sampled to represent the demographics of
urchasers of a particular vehicle. To account for this, a set of
eights was generated for each individual in the sample to adjust

he log-likelihood calculation to correctly match 2006 market
hares. We arbitrarily set a minimum of five observations for each
ehicle alternative �if at least five were available� to increase the
ample of demographics for consumers of low market-share ve-
icles. We utilized the weighting procedure available in Train’s
ode that multiplies the log of each individual’s logit probability,
ncluding all choice observations, by the weighting value for that
ndividual. The assumption with this approach is that the sampled
ndividuals who purchased a particular vehicle are representative
f all individuals who purchased that vehicle.

We instrumented for price endogeneity �R2=0.78� following
rain and Winston �11�, where instrumental variables consist of
ifferences between vehicle attributes �horsepower hp and size,
omputed as the product of length L, width W, and height H�
mong a firm’s vehicle fleet and among competitors’ vehicles; R2

s the coefficient of determination representing the proportion of
ariation in the data explained by the proposed model as applied
n linear regression. We ignored product-attribute endogeneity, as-
uming that the observed nonprice attributes are uncorrelated with
he unobserved utility component.

4.2 Specification. The utility specification can be broken into
hree parts following Eq. �1�: terms that rely on the product alone
�d j, namely, brand dummies for European, Japanese, Chrysler,
eneral Motors, and Korean vehicles; Ford was considered the

aseline brand, so no dummy variable was used for Ford vehicles;
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interactions between product attributes and demographics ��bij,
namely, minivan and children bm·c, SUV and children bs·c, pickup
truck and rural living bp·r; product-attribute or attribute-
demographic interaction terms with individual-specific random
coefficients assumed normally distributed �i

�mij, namely, vehicle
price divided by income pj /sinc,i, power to weight ratio �a proxy
for acceleration� zhp /zVM, combined city and highway fuel con-
sumption 100 /zMPG, vehicle footprint zLzW; class dummies based
on U.S. Environmental Protection Agency vehicle classes,
namely, two-seater or minicompact, minivan, SUV, full-size van,
pickup truck; and a hybrid powertrain dummy. Note that zhp /zVM
is zhp�10 /zVM where zVM is measured in lbm, and footprint is
zLzW measured in in.2 /10,000. It should be noted that the choice
of interaction terms may affect results.

Two models were estimated. Model 1 assumes utility is mono-
tonic in vehicle footprint: �1�zLzW�. Model 2 assumes an ideal-
point model of footprint: �1��2−zLzW�2, which implies an interior
maximum when �1 is negative. Variation across individuals in �2
represent individual-specific ideal footprints for a vehicle, captur-
ing horizontally differentiated preferences. In order to use estima-
tion techniques built around linear-in-parameter utilities, we sim-
plified the expression by expanding the quadratic and dropping
�1�2

2, leaving �1�zLzW�2− �̂22zLzW, where �̂2=�1�2, which we
used in the estimation. We can drop �1�2

2 from the expression
because it is constant across vehicles and only relative utility af-
fects choice probabilities. We assume that �1 and �̂2 are indepen-
dent and normally distributed resulting in different model behav-
ior compared with a nonlinear model where �1 and �2 were
assumed independent and normally distributed. Although main-
taining different distributional properties than the typical quadratic
ideal-point model, the model as estimated provides an effective
ideal-point as shown by the simulated distribution of ideal-points
in Fig. 1. Parameter estimates and standard errors are reported in
Table 1.

4.3 Model Performance. We evaluate the performance of the
two models according to the criteria described in Sec. 3.

4.3.1 Interpretability and Fit. Attributes and demographics
were chosen with physical interpretations related to vehicle de-
sign. The price term allows sensitivity to price to change nonlin-
early with income, following the intuition that price influences
choices more when it represents a higher percentage of annual
income. Horsepower zhp over curbweight zVM and vehicle size are
also deemed relevant to the car-buying decision. However, the
monotonic formulation of model 1 seems nonsensical when car-
ried to extremes. The formulation in model 2 maps more naturally
to the observation that different size vehicles �of the same price�
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Fig. 1 Distribution of ideal vehicle size implied by footprint
parameters in model 2
succeed in the market.
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Segment dummies were included to account for preferences not
aptured through trade-offs of other observed attributes. A hybrid
ummy was also included to account for any influences on pur-
hase decisions of hybrids independent of fuel economy. Simi-

Table 1 Vehicle demand model parameter estimates

Mean values

arameters
Model 1 Model 2

Estimate Std. error Estimate Std. error

/sinc 
2.89 0.12 
3.83 0.15
0zhp /zVM 0.36 0.13 0.61 0.13
00 /zMPG 
0.84 0.028 
0.88 0.031

LzW 5.03 0.12
zLzW�2 
18.8 1.17
2zLzW 
30.0 1.68

tw,mc 
1.69 0.42 
0.063a 0.27

minivan 
7.53 0.96 
4.74 0.58

SUV 
0.66 0.12 
0.61 0.11

van 
4.61 1.11 
4.49 0.50

pickup 
5.87 0.56 
1.59 0.13

HEV 
3.95 0.45 
3.27 0.34

Europe 
0.45 0.055 
0.25 0.058

Japan 0.11 0.036 0.19 0.038

Chrysler 0.13 0.043 0.11 0.044

GM 
0.43 0.036 
0.35 0.038

Korea 
0.58 0.058 
0.51 0.059

m·c 2.93 0.42 2.08 0.27

s·c 0.93 0.15 0.86 0.13

p·r 6.36 0.61 2.26 0.21

Standard deviations

/sinc 0.13a 0.25 0.52 0.23
0zhp /zVM 0.77 0.27 0.021a 0.35
00 /zMPG 0.76 0.026 1.03 0.032

LzW 0.45a 0.26
zLzW�2 1.27 0.36
2zLzW 4.60 0.28

tw,mc 2.28 0.27 1.32 0.26

minivan 6.34 0.65 4.39 0.41

SUV 3.42 0.16 3.09 0.14

van 2.64 0.85 2.65 0.40

pickup 7.30 0.58 2.17 0.15

HEV 1.99 0.36 1.22 0.39

Not significant at 95% confidence interval.

Table 2 Results for likelihood ratio test for model 1 and

odel Hypothesis Log-likelihood

ull versus model 1 LL�0� 
47,542
LL�	1� 
42,007

ull versus model 2 LL�0� 
47,542
LL�	2� 
41,839

odel 1 versus model 2 LL�	1� 
42,007
LL�	2� 
41,839

HO model 1 LL�0� 
47,682
LL�	1� 
42,250

HO model 2 LL�0� 
47,682
LL�	2� 
42,184

HO model 1 versus model 2 L�	1� 
42,250
LL�	2� 
42,184
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larly, brand dummies were explicitly included to account for
brand preferences independent of other attributes. The demo-
graphic interactions with vehicle segments help to capture some
intuitive preference heterogeneities.

The signs of both sets of parameters are generally as expected
including for the footprint terms in model 2, which imply that
consumers have maximum preferred size in the range of currently
available vehicles. Figure 1 is a histogram of ideal vehicle size
L�=�−2zLzW

/��zLzW�2 computed from a sample of 5000 random
draws from the joint distribution of ��zLzW�2 and �−2zLzW

. The plot
shows that approximately 92% of individuals have an ideal size in
the interior of current vehicle offering sizes.

It is nonintuitive that individuals would prefer lower fuel
economy, but the large standard deviations on the fuel consump-
tion parameter imply this behavior for some consumers. This is a
case where either the model lacks appropriate instruments to tease
apart the power-to-weight ratio versus fuel consumption interac-
tion, the model should be respecified to get at a more intuitive
preference structure, or the data set should be improved.

Model 2 includes two more terms than model 1 and has two
more terms that are significant in a two-tailed t-test at a 95%
confidence interval as noted in Table 1. Notably, the standard de-
viations for price and footprint in model 1 are not significant.
Model 2 appears to capture additional consumer heterogeneity
with both means and standard deviations of the footprint terms
significant. However, the mean of the two-seater vehicle class and
the standard deviation of horsepower to weight are not significant
at the 95% confidence interval.

Regarding fit, the likelihood ratio index, or psuedo-R2 value,
for the models were 0.116 and 0.120, respectively. The likelihood
ratio test resulted in values for −2 In L� that far exceeded the
critical values at 99% confidence as shown in Table 2. Table 2
shows the results from the likelihood ratio test for the original
estimation and for a pseudo-hold-out sample discussed in Sec.
4.3.2, where 	1 and 	2 represent all model parameters for models
1 and 2, respectively. The first two sets of data compare model 1
and model 2 to the case of equal shares for all products, or no
model. The third set compares models 1 and 2 directly by recog-
nizing that model 2 differs from model 1 by one additional ran-
dom coefficient corresponding to the �zLzW�2 term. Two param-
eters are associated with each normally distributed random
coefficient �i.e., the mean and standard deviation�, therefore two
degrees of freedom are used in the chi-square distribution. For
measures against no model and for the direct comparison, model 2
shows improved fit over model 1.

odel 2 for the original estimation and for a PHO sample

2 ln L� Degrees of freedom Critical value at 99% confidence

1,071 28 48.3

1,406 30 50.9

335 2 9.2

0,865 28 48.3

0,998 30 50.9

133 2 9.2
m

−

1

1

1

1
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4.3.2 Predictive Validity and Plausibility. The use of choice-
ased sampling did not allow true hold-out sample testing due to
he small sample size for some vehicle models in the survey data.
nstead, a psuedo-hold-out �PHO� sample was generated by draw-
ng a new choice-based sample from the 2006 survey data. This
ew sample overlaps the original because individuals who pur-
hased low-observation vehicle alternatives in the survey data are
dentical by necessity in both the original and hold-out samples;
owever, the overlap is small, only 84 out of 6563 individuals. A
referred approach would be to compose a hold-out sample from
ata for a subsequent year that would allow the model to be tested
cross individuals and vehicle alternatives.

The log-likelihood ratios for the PHO for models 1 and 2 were
.114 and 0.115, respectively, indicating that the ideal-point
odel had slightly higher predictive validity than the monotonic
odel. The lower portion of Table 2 shows the results from the

ikelihood ratio test for the PHO sample, where 	1 and 	2 repre-
ent all model parameters for models 1 and 2, respectively. The
rst two sets of data compare models 1 and 2 to the case of no
odel. The third set compares models 1 and 2 directly by recog-

izing that model 2 differs from model 1 by one additional ran-
om coefficient corresponding to the �zLzW�2 term. For both mea-
ures model 2 shows improved predictive validity over model 1.

To evaluate plausibility, we used three assessments to examine
arket shares and substitution patterns predicted by the models.
igure 2 plots predicted market shares from BLP, model 1, and
odel 2 with observed market shares. A conventional economics

tudy would include alternative-specific constants to match mar-
et shares exactly. While this is important for producing accurate
redictions of market shares, we emphasize the importance of first
onsidering model performance without the aid of the alternative-
pecific constants because designers comparing different models
hould consider how much variance can be described by design
nd brand attributes before the aid of the constants.

We observe from Fig. 2 that models 1 and 2 underpredict
hoice shares for the most popular vehicle alternatives and over-
redict choice shares for the least popular vehicle alternatives. We
lso observe that the BLP model applied to the 2006 vehicle data
verpredicts the shares of the least expensive vehicles and under-
redicts the shares of the most expensive vehicles.

The purpose for the comparison with the BLP model is not to
ompare performance directly per se given that BLP was esti-
ated on 1971–1990 vehicle data, but to illustrate a potential

itfall in adopting “off the shelf” choice models in a design for
arket systems study. To make the comparison as fair as possible,

ll attributes involving dollar values were scaled from 2006 dol-
ars to 1983 dollars for BLP utility evaluation. Additionally, a

odel of the outside good was reported in BLP but not in models
and 2. For BLP predicted market shares, we eliminated indi-

iduals whose maximum utility did not exceed the value of the
utside good and then rescaled the market shares based on the
emaining individuals.

For the second assessment, we examined the substitution pat-
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Fig. 2 Predicted shares versus actual shar
erns produced by both models by looking at own- and cross-
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elasticities. Elasticities are important for design studies because
they indicate how changes in design attributes would affect de-
mand in the local region of existing products. We simulated own-
and cross-elasticities for each vehicle alternative using the estima-
tion population of individuals �I=6563� and 100 standard normal
random draws for each individual.

Comparing own-elasticities revealed that model 2 has greater
heterogeneity in the zLzW and gal/100 mi attributes. Another im-
portant difference is that while model 1 indicates that, on average,
size is more important as the vehicle size increases �shown by
increasing elasticities from smaller to larger classes�, model 2
shows that increased size is more important for the large sedans
and much less important for full-size vans and pickups. We also
observed differences in cross-elasticities between models 1 and 2
but do not report these due to space limitations.

The third assessment considers the substitution pattern metric
over the feasible design space of a midsize crossover vehicle
based on an engineering design model described in Ref. �38�.
Here, 10,000 points were sampled from the vehicle design space
using LATIN HYPERCUBE sampling, and ten vehicle designs were
chosen from the set of feasible vehicle designs by assigning a
score to each feasible vehicle and then sampling at even incre-
ments across the range of scores. A vehicle was scored by taking
the L2-norm of the normalized values �over the observed range�
for the quantitative vehicle attributes zVM /zhp, zLzW, and mile/gal.
The substitution pattern metric was computed for each of the ten
designs. The predicted choice share for the original vehicle alter-
native in the original choice set and the combined choice share of
the original and identical alternative in the augmented choice set
as well as the mean values � are reported for each demand model
in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that � is very low for all demand models. This
implies that cross substitution from the original to the identical
alternative in the augmented choice set is similar to IIA rather
than perfect substitution. The values of �� in Table 3 are similarly
low implying that substitution patterns of the demand models
achieve only a minor percentage change from proportional substi-
tution toward perfect substitution. While substitution patterns for
the demand models studied here do not follow the IIA property,
the substitution patterns look more like proportional substitution
rather than perfect substitution between identical alternatives.

These results bring into question the interpretability of the de-
sign study in Sec. 5 that relies on the implied substitution patterns
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Table 3 Mean values across design space for substitution pat-
tern metrics for each demand model

Mean values Model 1 Model 2 BLP

Original share 0.00272 0.00285 0.00018
Combined new share 0.00539 0.00562 0.00037
� 0.00840 0.0113 0.00186
�� 0.0112 0.0167 0.00334
0000
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f the demand model to inform product-attribute positioning for a
ew product given an existing choice set or the repositioning of
roduct attributes in a fixed choice set. For example, the more that
ubstitution between identical alternatives follows proportional
ubstitution, the weaker price competition will be between identi-
al alternatives. Thus, homogeneity of product attributes is “sub-
idized” relative to our expectation of the real market because the
wo identical vehicles compete head to head for only a small
raction of their mutual sales. Arguments can be made for why a
emand model reflecting perfect substitution between implied
dentical alternatives would similarly fail to reflect real market
ehavior. However, it is difficult to imagine that an identical ve-
icle, even in an emerging segment and from a different carmaker,
ould attract only 0.2–1.1% of the market share of its twin as

mplied by the values of � reported here.
The potential repercussions for design optimization are clear. A

rm could increase its own market share �in the design study� by
imply introducing an identical copy of an existing product if the
emand model exhibits proportional substitution �even when IIA
s overcome such as with a mixed-logit model�. Similarly, a com-
eting firm could introduce the identical product and rather than
plit the market share with the existing product gain additional
arket share from other products in the market. Such substitution

atterns may be appropriate in some markets, but they violate our
ntuition about rational substitution where market share would be
plit evenly by two identical alternatives rather than a product
aining additional market share simply by duplicating itself.

Vehicle Design Example
We conduct design studies for the U.S. automotive market as-

uming one, two, or five firms are simultaneously designing a
idsize crossover. We remove the seven midsize crossover ve-

icles actually in the 2006 market prior to executing each study.
e assume a simple cost function and a model of competition as

escribed in Ref. �38�. We repeated the studies for each demand
pecification, and we compare design variables in Table 4 and
arket share, firm profit, and the substitution pattern metric for

ach designed vehicle in Table 5.

5.1 Cost Model. Vehicle costs were represented as a static
ost vector of variable costs for nondesigned vehicles. The cost
ector is derived from an assumed relationship between market
rices, dealer markups, and original equipment manufacturer
OEM� markups. The cost model for designed vehicles was de-
ived as a regression equation on product characteristics where the
ependent variable is the vector of prespecified costs for each
ehicle.

We make the common economic assumption that, for a given
rm, the price they charge in the market increases with product
uality and that firms practice cost-minimizing behavior, i.e., they
eek the minimum cost of inputs to produce an output of a given
uality. Therefore, vehicle price and cost should both be mono-
onic with respect to product quality, taken to be increasing levels
f measurable product characteristics.

We also assume that there is a consistent relationship �or appor-
ioning� between the dealer invoice and the amortized per vehicle
EM’s cost and the dealer invoice and manufacturer’s suggested

Table 4 Design optimization res

zMPG zVM zhp

vTG65
�%� vTS vCVI Other act

odel 1 21.7 4230 216 5.0� 115� 46 vA10

odel 2 21.7 4230 216 5.0� 115� 46 vA10

LP 18.5 3685 310 11.3 115� 15� vA107,

he * signifies an active constraint or variable bound.
etail price �MSRP� markup.
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5.2 Market Competition. We assume a subgame perfect
model of equilibrium where each firm designs its vehicle assum-
ing that all other firms will update their product prices in response
to the new design �39�. We used the relaxation approach to solve
the top level �design� equilibrium problem �40� and a fixed point
iteration method developed in Ref. �41� to solve the inner price
equilibrium problem for the entire market at each upper level
design optimization iteration. The relaxation method exhibited
stable properties in our example but in general is not guaranteed
to converge to market equilibrium.

Multiple firms F−q+1, . . . ,F with competing vehicles in the
same vehicle segment are designated as the designing firms. The
designing firm f maximizes profit � f with respect to the vehicle
design variables x j,f where all vehicle prices in the entire market p
are determined by a pricing subgame.

Do while max��z j,f ; f = F − q + 1, . . . ,F  ztol

for f = F − q + 1, . . . ,F

max
xj,f,p

� f�x j,f,p;zk�j� = 

j=1

Jf

Qj�pj − cv,j� �5�

s.t. g�x j,f� � 0

p = arg�max
p

�� f�p f ;z f�; f = 1, . . . ,F�

end

end.

5.3 Optimization Results. The optimization problem is
solved as described in Eq. �5� where each designing firm attempts
to maximize profit for a portfolio of vehicles with respect to de-
sign variables for the designed vehicle and subject to cargo vol-
ume vCVI, rollover score vR, maximum grade at 65 mph while
towing vTG65, curb clearance geometry vA107, minimum sitting
height vmin SH, and minimum top speed vTS constraints and subject
to the entire market being in price equilibrium. The design vari-
ables are engine bore xB, engine bore to stroke ratio xBtS, final
drive ratio xFD, vehicle length xL103, vehicle wheelbase xL101, ve-
hicle height xH101, and vehicle width xW105. We present optimiza-
tion results for each demand model and for design scenarios with
one, two, and five designing firms in Tables 4 and 5. All designing
firms produced the same vehicle design for a given demand model
and for any number of designing firms. Firms produced the iden-
tical vehicle under models 1 and 2, but the vehicles were offered
at different prices and achieved different market shares.

Design optimization results show that for particular assump-
tions about product cost, competition, and product constraints
there is a single optimal vehicle design in each case. We observe
that the values of the product attributes are bounded by constraints
imposed to represent a particular vehicle segment. We then re-
laxed the upper bounds on the length, width, and wheelbase vari-
ables and found that there is a unique optimal vehicle design for

: attributes and design variables

constraints xB xBtS xFD xL103 xL101 xH101 xW105

min SH 83.6 0.95� 3.44 197 120� 67 79�

min SH 83.6 0.95� 3.44 197 120� 67 79�

n SH, vR 100� 1.18� 3.74 174 96 67 74
ults

ive

7, v
7, v
vmi
model 1 different from model 2. However, both vehicle designs
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re much larger than the initial design space with the optimal
esign for model 1 at the boundary of vehicle size observed in the
arket.
All design solutions are constraint-bound solutions. Each case

as seven degrees of freedom and seven active constraints or vari-
ble bounds. This indicates that the relaxed optimal vehicle design
ased on the firm’s portfolio profit maximization objective would
e outside the region defined a priori as a midsize crossover. With
odels 1 and 2, the optimal design is larger with more emphasis

n fuel economy than fast 0–60 mph time. With the BLP model
he optimal design is smaller with fast 0–60 mph time and low
mphasis on fuel economy. Clearly, the choice of demand model
as implications for the optimal vehicle design as well as the
xpected market share and firm profit with large differences com-
uted between model 1, model 2, and BLP. The differences in
rice across firms come from differences in product portfolios and
ifferences in brand valuation in models 1 and 2 and from differ-
nces in product portfolios in BLP.

The market equilibrium prices are quite high compared with the
006 market prices under the models 1 and 2. High predicted
rices were systematic across the entire market not only for the
esigned vehicles. One reason for this could be that models 1 and
underestimate price sensitivity since estimating is done without

n outside good. Additionally, omitting alternative-specific con-
tants to increase the demand of the most popular models and
ecrease the demand for the least popular models could similarly
nfluence the estimate of price sensitivity. The fifth designed ve-
icle in the five-firm market case has a unit cost greater than the

Table 5 Design optimization res

Model 1 Price Pj

One firm 61,937 0.0081

Two firms 61,816 0.0080
50,816 0.0062

Five firms 61,134 0.0074
50,592 0.0057
51,217 0.0111
54,129 0.0098
58,043 0.0084

Model 2 Price Pj

One firm 53,390 0.0118

Two firms 52,859 0.0113
43,287 0.0097

Five firms 51,420 0.0097
42,669 0.0079
43,921 0.0147
46,562 0.0126
49,505 0.0107

BLP Price Pj

One firm 29,770 0.0008

Two firms 29,765 0.0008
27,486 0.0015

Five firms 29,751 0.0008
27,474 0.0014
27,269 0.0015
28,227 0.0012
30,514 0.0007

The line — indicates that the value for this table entry is ide
ther four vehicles because it is an all-wheel drive vehicle.
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The substitution pattern metric � is computed comparing the
two firm cases to the one firm case. The values of � show a small
percentage increase from proportional substitution similar to the
values computed in the static cases shown in Table 3. Firms 1 and
2 show lower prices for the same vehicles in subsequent scenarios
with additional designing firms. This is a result of price competi-
tion; however, the price reduction is modest. The small cross sub-
stitution between identical alternatives and the minimal price
competition are two indicators that the proposed demand models
are not suitable consumer representations for use in a practical
design study, at least for the midsize crossover segment studied
here.

6 Conclusion
We reviewed methods from the social sciences for evaluating

the use of consumer choice models and interpreted those methods
in a design study context. We used these methods to evaluate two
forms of an automotive new vehicle choice model, respectively,
emphasizing vertically and horizontally differentiated preferences
for size. We found that allowing horizontal size preferences to be
expressed explicitly and separately from distributions of random
coefficients for vehicle class improves the performance of the
model with respect to fit and predictive validity. With respect to
plausibility, we showed that the inclusion of horizontal preference
terms modifies substitution effects in terms of the elasticities and
the substitution metric �. We then observed differences in price

s: price, shares, profit, and cost

� � f cv

56.7 23,657

56.3 —
0.019 9.6 —

54.3 —
9.1 —

16.5 —
27.7 —
19.3 26,344

� � f cv

45.2 23,657

44.6 —
0.047 7.8 —

14.0 —
7.1 —

13.3 —
22.0 —
14.0 26,344

� � f cv

25.2 21,847

25.2 —
0.0057 7.4 —

25.0 —
7.3 —
3.5 —
6.9 —
2.3 24,162

l to the entry immediately above.
ult

ntica
and share prediction in design optimization results. We observed
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Downloa
ifferent optimal designs resulting between models 1 and 2 when
e relaxed the variable bounds on length, wheelbase, and width.
We raise the concern that none of the demand models we tested

ere adequate for the particular optimization problem studied.
redictive validity and fit should be much higher. The substitution
ehavior appears unrealistic for comparing similar product offer-
ngs in a design optimization study for midsize crossover vehicles.
sing the proposed substitution pattern metric, we observe that all
odels tend toward proportional substitution rather than perfect

ubstitution between identical alternatives. The implication for in-
erpreting design studies that employ mixed-logit demand models
s that there will be an artificial incentive toward design homoge-
eity if a given market actually behaves closer to perfect substi-
ution for identical alternatives rather than proportional substitu-
ion. This issue is potentially compounded for other logit-based

odels such as nested-logit or latent class because these models
ssume larger aggregations of consumers behaving according to
he IIA substitution.

Future work should explore the question of the adequacy of the
ixed-logit model to represent substitution behavior for design

tudies in general. Getting the substitution patterns wrong would
revent achieving many of the stated objectives of design for mar-
et systems research, including studying market entry and exit,
roduct-attribute competition among firms, product portfolio op-
imization, and estimation of cannibalization effects.

Applying similar evaluation methods to those presented should
e foundational to DBD research that includes models of con-
umer choice. Similar evaluation methods are needed for producer
ost models and for game-theoretic competitive behavior. The
ight combination of appropriate demand and cost models, and
ompetitive assumptions, should lead to intuitive checks on plau-
ibility applied to the entire market system.

While this article presented methods that are useful for compar-
ng one demand model specification to another, it does not address
he issue of how good is “good enough.” Practically speaking, a
ood enough specification is one that yields sufficient predictive
alidity for the design context of interest. In principle, a good
nough specification will embody economic and behavioral theory
hat can be tested in the context of the particular market under
onsideration.

Many elements of a market system, not only consumer taste
ifferences, influence the product differentiation observed in the
arket, including perception of brand, aesthetic qualities, distri-

ution networks and product availability, firm’s cost structure, and
rm’s attainable technology set. All of these factors are likely

mportant, yet none of them replaces the role of consumer taste
ifferences in its relationship to differentiated-product design. Ex-
loring the type of substitution effects that are reasonable for
iven markets and seeking demand models with the appropriate
roperties appears to be an immediate challenge of design for
arket systems research. The demand modeling approach should

e validated before design optimization studies with market sys-
em objectives can be usefully interpreted and implemented.
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